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Abstract
Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL)
achieves significant empirical successes. How-
ever, MARL suffers from the curse of many
agents. In this paper, we exploit the symmetry
of agents in MARL. In the most generic form,
we study a mean-field MARL problem. Such a
mean-field MARL is defined on mean-field states,
which are distributions that are supported on con-
tinuous space. Based on the mean embedding
of the distributions, we propose MF-FQI algo-
rithm, which solves the mean-field MARL and
establishes a non-asymptotic analysis for MF-FQI
algorithm. We highlight that MF-FQI algorithm
enjoys a “blessing of many agents” property in
the sense that a larger number of observed agents
improves the performance of MF-FQI algorithm.
1

1. Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton & Barto, 2018)
searches for the optimal policy for sequential decision mak-
ing through interacting with environments and learning from
experiences. Multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL)
(Bu et al., 2008) generalizes RL to multi-agent systems. For
competitive tasks such as zero-sum game and general-sum
game, various MARL algorithms (Hu & Wellman, 2003;
Littman, 1994; Wang & Sandholm, 2003) are proposed in
search for the Nash equilibrium (Nash, 1951). Meanwhile,
for cooperative tasks, MARL searches for the optimal policy
that maximizes the social welfare (Ng, 1975), i.e., the ex-
pected total reward obtained by all agents (Claus & Boutilier,
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1998; Džeroski et al., 2001; Guestrin et al., 2002; Kar et al.,
2013; Lauer & Riedmiller, 2000; Panait & Luke, 2005; Tan,
1993; Wang & Sandholm, 2003; Zambaldi et al., 2018).
Combined with the breakthrough in deep learning, MARL
achieves significant empirical successes in both settings,
e.g., autonomous driving (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2016), Go
(Silver et al., 2016; 2017), esports (OpenAI, 2018; Vinyals
et al., 2019), and robotics (Yang & Gu, 2004).

Despite its empirical successes, MARL remains challenging
in the “many-agent” setting, as the capacity of state-action
space grows exponentially in the number of agents, which
hinders the learning of value function and policy due to
the curse of dimensionality. Such a challenge is named as
the “curse of many agents”. One way to break such a curse
is through mean-field approximation, which exploits the
symmetry of homogeneous agents and summarizes them
as a population. In the most general form, such a popu-
lation is represented by a distribution over the state space
of individual agents, while the reward and transition are
parametrized as functionals of distributions (Acciaio et al.,
2018). Although mean-field MARL demonstrates remark-
able efficiency in applications such as large-scale fleet man-
agement (Lin et al., 2018) and ridesharing order dispaching
(Li et al., 2019), its theoretical analysis remains scarce. In
particular, despite significant progress (Guo et al., 2019;
Jiachen et al., 2017; Jiang & Lu, 2018; Yang et al., 2018),
we still lack a principled model-free algorithm that allows
individual agents to have continuous states, which requires
approximating nonlinear functionals of infinite-dimensional
mean-field states, e.g., value function and policy.

In this paper, we study mean-field MARL in the collabo-
rative setting, where the mean-field states are distributions
over a continuous space S. Here S denotes the state space
of individual agents. In particular, we consider the setting
with a centralized controller, which has a finite action space
A. Such a setting is extensively studied in the analysis of
societal-scale systems (Gomes et al., 2015; Guéant et al.,
2011; Moll et al., 2019). As a simplified example, the cen-
tral bank or the central government decides whether to raise
the interest rate or reduce the fiscal budget, respectively,
both with the goal of maximizing social welfare. In such an
example, the action space only contains two actions. How-
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ever, the action taken by the centralized controller affects
the dynamics of billions of individuals. Such a setting can
be viewed as centralized mean-field control (Carmona et al.,
2013; Fornasier & Solombrino, 2014; Huang et al., 2012)
with an infinite number of homogeneous agents, which faces
two challenges: (i) learning the value function and policy
is intractable as they are functionals of distributions, which
are infinite dimensional as S is continuous, and (ii) the
mean-field state is only accessible through the observation
of a finite number of agents, which only provides partial
information. To tackle these challenges, we resort to the
mean embedding of mean-field states into a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) (Gretton et al., 2007; Smola
et al., 2007; Sriperumbudur et al., 2010), which allows us
to parametrize value functions as nonlinear functionals over
the RKHS. Based on value function approximation, we pro-
pose the mean-field fitted Q-iteration algorithm (MF-FQI),
which provably attains the optimal value function at a linear
rate of convergence. In particular, we show that MF-FQI
breaks the curse of many agents in the sense that its com-
putational complexity only scales linearly in the number
of observed agents, and moreover, the statistical accuracy
enjoys a “blessing of many agents”, that is, a larger number
of observed agents improves the statistical accuracy. More-
over, we characterize the phase transition in the statistical
accuracy in terms of the batch size in fitted Q-iteration and
the number of observed agents.

Our Contribution. Our contribution is three-fold: (i) We
propose the first model-free mean-field MARL algorithm,
namely MF-FQI, that allows for continuous support with
provable guarantees. (ii) We prove that MF-FQI breaks the
curse of many agents by establishing its nonasymptotic com-
putational and statistical rates of convergence. (iii) We mo-
tivate a principled framework for exploiting the invariance
in MARL, e.g., exchangeability, via mean embedding.

Related Works. Our work is related to mean-field games
and mean-field control. The study of mean-field games
focuses on the search of the Nash equilibrium (Carmona
& Delarue, 2018; Guéant et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2003;
2007; Lasry & Lions, 2006a;b; 2007), whereas the goal
of mean-field control is to optimally control a McKean-
Vlasov process (Acciaio et al., 2018; Andersson & Djehiche,
2011; Bensoussan et al., 2013; Buckdahn et al., 2009; 2011;
Carmona et al., 2015; Meyer-Brandis et al., 2012). Most
of these works focus on the continuous-time setting and
require the knowledge of the transition model. In contrast,
we consider the model-free and discrete-time setting.

Our work falls in the study of mean-field MARL, which gen-
eralizes finite-agent MARL by incorporating the notion of
mean fields. Previous works investigate MARL in both co-
operative and competitive settings (Guo et al., 2019; Jiachen
et al., 2017; Jiang & Lu, 2018; Lin et al., 2019; Suttle et al.,

2019; Yang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a;b; 2019a). See
(Zhang et al., 2019b) for the survey. In (Jiachen et al., 2017),
a similar setting of mean-field MARL is studied, where the
mean-field states are supported on a discrete space and the
transition is linear in the state and action. In contrast, our
work is model-free and allows for continuous support. In
(Guo et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018), mean-field MARL
algorithms are proposed in the competitive setting, which
have provable guarantees when the support is discrete. In
comparison, we consider the cooperative setting with con-
tinuous support and establish nonasymptotic guarantees.

Our work exploits the exchangeability of agents via mean
embedding. See e.g., (Fukumizu et al., 2008; Gretton et al.,
2009; 2012; Smola et al., 2007; Sriperumbudur et al., 2010;
Tolstikhin et al., 2017) and references therein for the study
of mean embedding. Our work is closely related to vari-
ous statistical models that exploit invariance, such as set
kernels (Gärtner et al., 2002; Haussler, 1999; Kondor &
Jebara, 2003) and deep sets (Zaheer et al., 2017). We refer
to (Bloem-Reddy & Teh, 2019) for a detailed survey on
learning with invariance.

Notations. For a topological spaceX , we denote by CB(X)
the set of bounded and continuous real functions on X .
We denote byM(X) the space of all the probability dis-
tributions supported on X . For x ∈ X , we denote by
δx ∈M(X) the point mass at x. For a real-valued function
f defined on X , we denote by ‖f‖p,ν the Lp(ν) norm for
p ≥ 1, where ν ∈ M(X). We write ‖f‖ν = ‖f‖2,ν for
notational simplicity.

2. Mean-Field MARL via Mean Embedding
In this section, we first motivate mean-field MARL by an
example of N -player control with invariance. We then in-
troduce the problem setup of mean-field MARL and the
mean embedding of distributions. Finally, we propose the
MF-FQI algorithm, which solves mean-field MARL based
on the mean embedding.

2.1. Exchangeability in MARL

We first consider anN -player control problem with a central-
ized controller in discrete time. Such a setting is extensively
studied in the analysis of societal-scale systems (Gomes
et al., 2015; Guéant et al., 2011; Moll et al., 2019), such
as the example of central bank or central government in §1.
At each time step t, the central controller takes an action
at ∈ A based on the current joint state st = (s1,t, . . . , sN,t),
where si,t ∈ S is the state of the i-th agent at time t. The im-
mediate reward rt follows a distribution that depends on the
current state st ∈ SN and action at ∈ A. The transition of
the joint state follows a distribution, which is determined by
the current state st ∈ SN and action at ∈ A. In summary,
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it holds that

rt ∼ r(st, at), St+1 ∼ P (· | st, at). (2.1)

The process defined by the tuple (S,A, P, r) is a Markov
decision process (MDP). We define a policy π : SN 7→
M(A) as a mapping that maps a joint state s ∈ SN to a
probability distribution π(· | s) over A. We define the value
function corresponding to the policy π as

V π(s) = E
[ ∞∑
t=0

γt · r(St, At)
∣∣∣∣ S0 = s

]
, (2.2)

where At ∼ π(·|St), and St+1 ∼ P(· |St, At), and γ ∈
(0, 1) is the discount factor. Similarly, we define the action-
value function corresponding to the policy π as follows,

Qπ(s, a) = E
[ ∞∑
t=0

γt · r(St, At)
∣∣∣∣ S0 = s,A0 = a

]
,

(2.3)

where At ∼ π(· |St), and St+1 ∼ P(· |St, At). We define
the Bellman operator Tπ as follows,

TπQ(s, a) = E
[
r(s, a) + γ ·Q(S′, A′)

]
, (2.4)

where S′ ∼ P (· | s, a) and A′ ∼ π(· | s). Our goal is to find
the optimal policy that maximizes the expected total reward
as follows,

Q∗(s, a) = sup
π
Qπ(s, a), ∀(s, a) ∈ S ×A. (2.5)

We denote by π∗ the optimal solution of (2.5). It can be
shown that Q∗ = Qπ

∗
, and the following Bellman optimal-

ity equation holds,

Q∗(s, a) = TQ∗(s, a) = E
[
r(s, a) + γ ·max

a∈A
Q∗(S′, a)

]
,

(2.6)

where S′ ∼ P (· | s, a). Here we call T the Bellman opti-
mality operator.

Curse of Many Agents: The learning of the optimal
action-value function Q∗ under the N -player setting suf-
fers from the curse of many agents. More specifically, as
N increases, the capacity of the joint state space SN grows
exponentially in N and incurs intractability in the learning
of the action-value function Q. To address such a curse,
we exploit the exchangeability of the MDP in (2.1). More
specifically, we assume that the MDP is exchangeable in the
sense that

r(st, at)
d
= r
(
σ(st), at

)
, P (st+1 | st, at) = P

(
σ(st+1)

∣∣ σ(st), at
)
,

(2.7)

which holds for any st, st+1 ∈ SN , at ∈ A, and σ ∈ SN .
Here σ is a block-wise permutation of the vector st ∈ SN ,
and SN is the permutation group of order N . Under the
exchangeability defined in (2.7), the following proposition
shows that the optimal policy is invariant to permutations of
the joint state.

Proposition 2.1 (Invariance of Q∗). If (2.7) holds, then it
holds for any σ ∈ SN , s ∈ SN , and a ∈ A that

Q∗(s, a) = Q∗
(
σ(s), a

)
. (2.8)

Moreover, it holds for any σ ∈ Sn, s ∈ SN , and a ∈ A that
π∗(a | s) d

= π∗(a |σ(s)).

Proof. See §B.1 for a detailed proof.

Meanwhile, the following proposition proves that the action-
value function Qπ is invariant to permutations of the joint
states.

Proposition 2.2 (Invariant Representation). Let π be invari-
ant to permutations such that π(· | s) d

= π(· |σ(s)). If (2.7)
holds, then it holds for some g :M(S)×A 7→ R that

Qπ(s, a) = g(Ms, a). (2.9)

Here Ms(·) is the empirical measure supported on the set
{si}i∈[N ] corresponding to s = (s1, . . . , sN ), which takes
the form of

Ms =
1

N

N∑
i=1

δsi , (2.10)

where recall that δsi is the point mass at si ∈ S for all
i ∈ [N ].

Proof. See §B.2 for a detailed proof.

By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, the optimal action-value func-
tion Q∗ is related to the joint state through the empirical
state distribution Ms defined in (2.10). When the number
of agents N goes to infinity, the empirical state distribu-
tion Ms converges to a limiting continuous distribution. To
capture such a limiting dynamics of infinite agents with
exchangeability, we define an MDP withM(S), the space
of probability measures supported on S, as the mean-field
state space as follows.

Mean-Field MARL. We define the discounted mean-field
MDP by the tuple (M(S),A, P, r, γ). Here A is the action
space and M(S) is the mean-field state space, which is
the space of all the distributions supported on S. Given
a mean-field state ps ∈ M(S) and an action a ∈ A, the
immediate reward follows the distribution r(a, ps), where r :
A×M(S) 7→ M(R). The Markov kernel P (· | ·) maps the
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action-state pair (a, ps) to a distribution onM(S), which is
the distribution of the mean-field state after transition from
the action-state pair (a, ps). For a policy π(· | ps) that maps
fromM(S) toM(A), we define the action-value function
as

Qπ(a, ps) = E
[ ∞∑
t=0

γt · r(Ps,t, At)
∣∣∣∣ Ps,0 = ps, A0 = a

]
,

(2.11)

where At ∼ π(· |Ps,t) and Ps,t+1 ∼ P (· | a, ps,t). Corre-
spondingly, we define the Bellman evaluation operator Tπ

as follows,

TπQ(a, ps) = E
[
r(a, ps) + γ ·Q(A′, Ps′)

]
, (2.12)

where Ps′ ∼ P (· | a, ps) and A′ ∼ π(· | a, ps). We define
the optimal action-value function as Q∗ = supπ Q

π. The
Bellman optimality equation then takes the form of

Q∗(a, ps) = TQ∗(a, ps) = E
[
r(a, ps) + γ ·max

a∈A
Q∗(a, P ′s)

]
,

(2.13)

where Ps′ ∼ P (· | a, ps). We write Ω = S × A and define
the space of state-action configurations M̃(Ω) as follows,

M̃(Ω) =
{
ωa,ps = δa × ps : a ∈ A, ps ∈M(S)

}
.

(2.14)

Here we denote by δa ∈ M(A) the point mass at action
a ∈ A and by δa × ps the product measure on Ω = S ×A
induced by δa and ps. See §A for the definition of a topo-
logical structure that allows us to define distributions on
M̃(Ω). Note that the transition kernel P (·|a, ps) equiva-
lently defines a Markov kernel from M̃(Ω) toM(S). With
a slight abuse of notations, we denote by P (·|ωa,ps) such a
Markov kernel and do not distinguish between them. Sim-
ilarly, we denote by r(ω) and Q(ω) the immediate reward
and action-value function defined on the state-action con-
figuration ω ∈ M̃(Ω), respectively. We assume that the
action set A is finite, and the immediate reward is upper
bounded by a positive absolute constant Rmax. It then
holds that the action-value functions are upper bounded
by Qmax = Rmax/(1− γ).

In a multi-agent environment with infinite homogeneous
agents and continuous state space S, we cannot access the
mean-field state ps directly. Instead, we assume that we
observe the states of N agents that follows the mean-field
state ps. In what follows, we construct an algorithm that
solves the mean-field MARL via such a finite observation
for each mean-field state. In the sequel, we denote by Q̂λκ
and πκ the outputs of MF-FQI.

We highlight that the mean-field MARL setting faces two
challenges: (i) learning the value function and policy is

intractable as they are functionals of distributions, which
are infinite dimensional as S is continuous, and (ii) the
mean-field state is only accessible through the observation
of a finite number of agents, which only provides partial
information. In what follows, we tackle these challenges
via mean embedding.

2.2. Mean Embedding

To learn the optimal action-value function Q∗ defined on
M̃(Ω), which is a space of distributions, we introduce mean
embedding, which embeds the space of distributions to a re-
producing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). We denote byH(k)
the RKHS with reproducing kernel k : Ω×Ω 7→ R. For any
state-action configuration ω ∈ M̃(Ω), the mean embedding
µω(·) of ω into the RKHSH(k) is defined as follows (Gret-
ton et al., 2007; Smola et al., 2007; Sriperumbudur et al.,
2010),

µω(x) =

∫
Ω

k(x, t) dω(t) ∈ H(k). (2.15)

Let X = {µω : ω ∈ M̃(Ω)} ⊆ H(k). To tackle challenge
(i), we introduce another reproducing kernel K : X ×X 7→
R. Such a kernel generates an RKHS H(K) that include
functions defined on X . Our idea is then to approximate Q∗

using functions inH(K). Note that upon a proper selection
of kernel K(·, ·), the corresponding RKHSH(K) captures
a rich family of functions defined on X . As an example,
for universal kernels such as the radial basis function (RBF)
kernel, the corresponding RKHS is dense in C(X ). To
further regulate the behavior of mean embedding and RKHS,
we introduce the following regularity conditions on kernels
k(·, ·) and K(·, ·).
Assumption 2.3 (Regularity Condition of Kernels). We as-
sume that the kernel k(·, ·) and K(·, ·) are continuous and
bounded as follows,

k(u, u) ≤ %, ∀u ∈ Ω, K(µω, µω) ≤ ς, ∀ω ∈ M̃(Ω),
(2.16)

where % and ς are positive absolute constants. We assume
that k(·, ·) is universal and the mean embeddings µω(·) are
continuous for any ω ∈ M̃(Ω). We further assume that
K(·, µω) is Hölder continuous such that for any x, y ∈
M̃(Ω), it holds that

‖K(·, µx)−K(·, µy)‖H(K) ≤ L · ‖µx − µy‖hH(k),

(2.17)

where L and h are positive absolute constants.

The assumption on the boundedness of the kernels in (2.16)
is a standard assumption in the learning with kernel embed-
ding (Caponnetto & De Vito, 2007; Lin et al., 2017; Muan-
det et al., 2012; Szabó et al., 2015). The universality assump-
tion on k(·, ·) ensures that each mean embedding uniquely
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characterizes a distribution (Gretton et al., 2007; 2012). The
continuous assumption on the embeddings µω is a mild regu-
larity condition, which holds if the kernel k(·, ·) is universal
and the domain Ω is compact (Sriperumbudur et al., 2010).
Meanwhile, the Hölder continuity of K(·, ·) in Assumption
2.3 is a mild regularity condition. Such an assumption holds
for a rich family of commonly used reproducing kernels,
such as the linear kernelK(µx, µy) = 〈µx, µy〉H(k) and the
RBF kernel K(µx, µy) = exp(−‖µx − µy‖2H(k)/σ

2).

We highlight that the Hölder continuity of K(·, ·) allows
for an approximation of mean embedding µp based on the
empirical approximation p̂ of the distribution p ∈ M̃(Ω)
with finite observations, which further allows for an approx-
imation of the action-value function with finite observations,
thus tackles the challenge (ii). For an empirical approxima-
tion of state-action configuration ωa,p̂s = δa× p̂s, where p̂s
is the empirical distribution of the observed states {si}i∈N ,
the mean embedding takes the following form,

µωa,p̂s (·) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

k
(
·, (a, si)

)
, (2.18)

which is invariant to the permutation of states {si}i∈[N ].
Such an invariance is also exploited by the neural-network
based approach named deep sets (Zaheer et al., 2017). In
what follows, we connect our mean embedding approach to
the invariant deep reinforcement learning under the frame-
work of overparametrized two-layer neural networks (Arora
et al., 2019; Jacot et al., 2018; Neyshabur et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2016).

Connection to Invariant Deep Reinforcement Learning.
In what follows, we assume that (a, si) ∈ Rd and write
xi = (a, si). We define the feature mappings {φj(·)}j∈[m]

and {Φ`(·)}`∈[M ] as follows,

φj(x) =
1√
m
· bj · 1{w>j x > 0} · x,

Φr(q) =
1√
`
· b′r · 1{W ′r

>
q > 0} · q, (2.19)

where bj , b′r ∼ Unif{−1, 1}, wj ∼ N(0, Id`/(d`)), and
W ′r ∼ N(0, I`/`). Correspondingly, we define the ker-
nels km(x, y) =

∑m
j=1 φj(x)>φj(y) and K`(p, q) =∑`

r=1 Φr(p)
>Φr(q).

Note that the mean embedding of a point mass δxi by the
kernel km is an array µi = [φ1(xi)

>, . . . , φm(xi)
>]> ∈

Rmd. For a mean embedding µ ∈ Rmd, we consider
the parametrization of action-value functions Q(µ) =

Q̃(D>µ), where Q̃ ∈ H(K`) and D = [D1, . . . , Dm] ∈
Rmd×` with Dj ∈ Rd×` (j ∈ [m]). Let µp be the mean em-
bedding of the empirical measure supported on {xi}i∈[N ].

It then holds for some {αr}r∈[`] ⊆ Rd that

Q(µp) =
∑̀
r=1

α>r Φr(D
>µp)

=
1√
`

∑̀
r=1

b′r · 1{W ′r
>
ρ > 0} · α>r (D>µp)

= f(D>µp). (2.20)

Note that if αr is sufficiently close to W ′r, then Q(µp) is
close to f̃(D>µp), where

f̃(ρ) =
1√
`

∑̀
r=1

b′r · 1{αr>ρ > 0} · α>r (ρ), ∀ρ ∈ R`.

(2.21)

Here f̃(·) is a two-layer neural network with parameters b′r,
αr (r ∈ [`]) and ReLU activation function. Meanwhile, it
holds that

D>µp =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1√
m

m∑
j=1

bj · 1{wj>xi > 0} ·D>j xi

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

ψ(xi). (2.22)

Similarly, if Dj is close to wj , then ψ(xi) is close to ψ̃(xi)
defined as follows,

ψ̃(xi) =
1√
m

m∑
j=1

bj · 1{Dj
>xi > 0} ·D>j xi, ∀xi ∈ Rd.

(2.23)

Here φ̃(xi) is a two-layer neural network with input xi, pa-
rameters b′j (j ∈ [m]) and D, and ReLU activation function.
Note that for the functions f and ψ defined in (2.20) and
(2.22) to approximately take the form of neural networks,
we requires the parameters α and D to be sufficiently close
to W and w, respectively. Such a requirement is formally
characterized by the study of overparametrized neural net-
works. More specifically, if the widthsm and ` of neural net-
works are sufficiently large (which depends on the deviation
of parameters α and D from their respective initializations
W and w), then the functions f and ψ well approximates
the neural networks f̃ and ψ̃ defined in (2.21) and (2.23),
respectively.

In conclusion, under the mean embedding with the fea-
ture mappings defined in (2.19), the parameterization of
action-value function takes the form of Q(µp) = f(1/N ·∑N
i=1 ψ(xi)), where f and ψ are approximations of two-

layer neural networks f̃ and ψ̃, respectively. Hence, the
action-value function Q(µp) approximately takes the form
of deep sets (Zaheer et al., 2017) with {xi}i∈[N ] as the set
input.
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2.3. Mean-Field Fitted Q-Iteration

In what follows, we establish a value-based algorithm that
solves mean-field MARL problem in §2.1 based on fitted Q-
iteration (Ernst et al., 2005). More specifically, we propose
an algorithm that learns the optimal action-value function
Q∗ by the sample {δai × pi,s}i∈[n] that follows a sampling
distribution ν over the space of state-action configurations
M̃(Ω). For each state-action configuration δai × pi,s, the
mean-field state pi,s ∈ M(S) is available to us through
the observed states {si,j}j∈[N ], which are sampled indepen-
dently from the mean-field state pi,s. We further observe
the immediate reward ri and the states {s′i,j}j∈[N ] that are
independently sampled from the mean-field state pi,s′ . Here
pi,s′ ∼ P (· | ai, pi,s) is the mean-field state after transition
from the state-action configuration (ai, pi,s). Given the
batch of data {({si,j}j∈[N ], ai, ri, {s′i,j}j∈[N ])}i∈[n], the
mean-field fitted Q-iteration (MF-FQI) sequentially com-
putes

ŷi,k = ri + max
a∈A

Q̂λk(µωa,p̂
i,s′

) (2.24)

at the k-th iteration. Here µωa,p̂
i,s′

is the mean embedding
of the distribution ωa,p̂i,s′ = δa× p̂i,s′ , p̂i,s′ is the empirical
distribution supported on the set {s′i,j}j∈[N ], and Qλk is the
approximation of the optimal action-value function at the
k-th iteration of MF-FQI. Upon computing {ŷi,k}i∈[n] ac-
cording to (2.24), MF-FQI then updates the approximation
of the optimal action-value function in the RKHSH(K) by
solving the following optimization problem,

Qλk+1 = argmin
f∈H(K)

1

n

n∑
i=1

(
f(µω̂i)− ŷi,k

)2
+ λ · ‖f‖2H(K),

Q̂λk+1 = min{Qλk+1, Qmax}, (2.25)

where ω̂i = δa × p̂i,s and p̂i,s is the empirical distribution
supported on the set {si,j}j∈[N ]. We summarize MF-FQI
defined by (2.24) and (2.25) in Algorithm 1. We highlight
that MF-FQI has a linear computational complexity in terms
of the number of observed agents N . Therefore, MF-FQI
is computationally tractable even for a large number of
observed agents N .

3. Main Results
In this section, we establish the theoretical guarantee of
MF-FQI defined in Algorithm 1. In the sequel, we denote
by Q̂λκ and πκ the outputs of MF-FQI. Our goal is to es-
tablish an upper bound for ‖Q∗ −Qπκ‖1,µ, where µ is the
measurement distribution over M̃(Ω).

We first introduce the definition of concentration coeffi-
cients. For a policy π1, we define Eπ1ν as the distri-
bution of Λ1 = δA1 × P1,s, where P1,s ∼ P (· | ν) and

Algorithm 1 Mean-Field Fitted Q-Iteration (MF-FQI)
1: Input: Batch of data
{({si,j}j∈[N ], ai, ri, {s′i,j}j∈[N ])}i∈[n], reproduc-
ing kernels k(·, ·) and K(·, ·), number of iterations κ,
parameter λ, initial action-value function Q̂λ0 .

2: For all i ∈ [n], compute mean embeddings µω̂i and
µa,p̂i,s′ for all a ∈ A as follows,

µω̂i(·) =
1

N

N∑
j=1

k
(
·, (ai, si,j)

)
,

µa,p̂i,s′ (·) =
1

N

N∑
j=1

k
(
·, (a, s′i,j)

)
, ∀a ∈ A.

3: for k = 0, 1, . . . , κ− 1 do
4: Compute ŷi,k = ri + maxa∈A Q̂

λ
k(µa,p̂i,s′ ) for all

i ∈ [n].
5: Update the action-value function Q̂λk+1 by

Qλk+1 = argmin
f∈H(K)

1

n

n∑
i=1

(
f(µω̂i)− ŷi

)2
+ λ · ‖f‖2H(K),

Q̂λk+1 = min{Qλk+1, Qmax}.

6: end for
7: Output: {Q̂λi }i∈[κ].

A1 ∼ π1(· |P1,s). Similarly, for policies {πi}i∈[`], we re-
cursively define Eπ` ◦Eπ`−1 ◦ . . .◦Eπ1ν as the distribution
of Λ` = δA`×P`,s, where P`,s ∼ P (· |Eπ`−1 ◦ . . .◦Eπ1ν)
and A` ∼ π`(· |P`,s). In what follows, we define the con-
centration coefficients that measures the difference between
the sampling distribution ν and the measurement distribu-
tion µ on M̃(Ω).

Assumption 3.1. (Concentration Coefficients) Let ν be the
sampling distribution on M̃(Ω). Let µ be the measurement
distribution on M̃(Ω). We assume that for any policies
{πi}i∈[`], the distribution Eπ` ◦ Eπ`−1 ◦ . . . ◦ Eπ1ν is ab-
solutely continuous with respect to µ. We define the `-th
concentration coefficients between ν and µ as follows,

φ(`;µ, ν) (3.1)

= sup
π1,...,π`

(
Eµ
[(

dEπ` ◦ Eπ`−1 ◦ . . . ◦ Eπ1ν

dµ

)2])1/2

.

We assume that φ(`;µ, ν) < +∞ for any ` ∈ N. We further
assume that there exist a positive absolute constant Φ(µ, ν)
such that

∞∑
`=1

γ`−1 · ` · φ(`;µ, ν) ≤ Φ(µ, ν)/(1− γ)2. (3.2)
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Assumption 3.2 is a standard assumption in the theoretical
analysis of reinforcement learning (Antos et al., 2008; Chen
& Jiang, 2019; Farahmand et al., 2010; 2016; Lazaric et al.,
2016; Munos & Szepesvári, 2008; Scherrer, 2013; Scherrer
et al., 2015; Szepesvári & Munos, 2005; Yang et al., 2019).
Under Assumption 3.1, the following theorem upper bounds
the error ‖Q∗ −Qπκ‖1,µ of MF-FQI.

Theorem 3.2 (Error Propagation). Let {Q̂λi }i∈[κ] be the
output of Algorithm 1. Let πκ be the greedy policy corre-
sponding to Q̂λκ. Under Assumption 3.1, it holds that

‖Q∗ −Qπκ‖1,µ ≤
2γ · Φ(µ, ν)

(1− γ)2
·max
i∈[κ]
‖Q̂λi − TQ̂λi−1‖ν︸ ︷︷ ︸

(a)

+
4γκ+1 ·Qmax

1− γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

. (3.3)

Proof. See §B.3 for a detailed proof.

Following from Theorem 3.2, the error of MF-FQI is upper
bounded by the sum of the two terms on the right-hand
side of (3.3). Here term (b) characterizes the algorithmic
error that hinges on the number of iterations κ. Meanwhile,
term (a) characterizes the one-step approximation error that
hinges on the approximation Q̂λi of TQ̂λi−1. In the sequel,
we upper bound the one-step approximation error character-
ized by term (a). To this end, we first impose the following
regularity condition on the Bellman optimality operator T
and the RKHSH(K).

Assumption 3.3 (Regularity Condition of T and H(K)).
We define the integral operator C as follows,

Cf(x) =

∫
M̃(Ω)

K(x, µω)f(µω)dν(ω). (3.4)

We assume that the eigenvalues {tn}n∈N of C is bounded
such that α ≤ nbtn ≤ β for all n ∈ N, where α, β, and
b > 1 are positive absolute constants. We further assume
that for any output Qλ ∈ H(K) of the regression problem
defined in (2.25), it holds for some g ∈ H(K) that

QH,T = C(c−1)/2g, ‖g‖H(K) ≤ R. (3.5)

Here R > 0 and c ∈ [1, 2] are absolute constants, and QH,T
is defined as follows,

Q̂λ = min{Qλ, Qmax},

QH,T = ΠH(K)(TQ̂
λ) = argmin

f∈H(K)

‖f − TQ̂λ‖ν , (3.6)

where we denote by ΠH(K) the projection ontoH(K) with
respect to the norm ‖ · ‖ν .

Assumption 3.3 is a mild regularity assumption on the
RKHSH(K) and the Bellman optimality operator T . Simi-
lar assumptions arises in the analysis of kernel ridge regres-
sion (Caponnetto & De Vito, 2007; Lin et al., 2017; Szabó
et al., 2015). The parameters b and c in Assumption 3.3
define a prior space P(b, c) in the context of kernel ridge
regression (Caponnetto & De Vito, 2007). Intuitively, the
parameter c controls the smoothness of QH,T defined in
(3.6), and the parameter b controls the size ofH(K). Under
Assumption 3.3, the following theorem characterizes the
one-step approximation error of MF-FQI defined in Algo-
rithm 1.

Theorem 3.4 (One-step Approximation Error). Let η, τ
be two constants such that 0 < η + τ < 1. Let C(η) =
32 log2(6/η). Under Assumptions 2.3 and 3.3, for

N ≥ 2% · (1 +
√

log(|A| · n/2τ))2 · (64L2ς2/λ2)1/h,

n ≥ 2C(η)ςβb

(b− 1)λ1+1/b
, λ ≤ ‖C‖H(K), (3.7)

it holds with probability at least 1− η − τ that

‖Q̂λk − TQ̂λk−1‖2ν ≤ G1 + G2 + ψ2
T , ∀k ∈ [κ], (3.8)

where

G1 =
(8L2Q2

max

(
1 +

√
log(|A| · n/2τ)

)2h · (2%)h

λ ·Nh

)
·
(

1 +
5ς2

λ2

)
,

G2 = C(η) ·

(
Rλc +

ς2R

λ2−cn2
+
ςRλc−1

4n

+
ςM2

λn2
+

Σ2βb

(b− 1)nλ1/b

)
, (3.9)

and the term ψT is defined as follows,

ψT = sup
k∈[κ]

‖TQ̂λk −ΠH(K)(TQ
λ
k)‖ν . (3.10)

Here M and Σ are positive absolute constants, the parame-
ters ς , %, h are defined in Assumption 2.3, and the parame-
ters C, b, c are defined in Assumption 3.3, and ΠH(K) the
projection ontoH(K) with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖ν .

Proof. See §B.4 for a detailed proof.

Following from Theorem 3.4, the one-step approximation
error is upper bounded by the sum of the three terms, G1,
G2, and ψT , on the right-hand side of (3.8). Here the term
G1 characterizes the error by approximating the mean-field
state via N observed agents, the term G2 characterizes the
error by estimating TQ with the batch of size n, and the
term ψT characterizes the error in of approximating TQ by
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functions from the RKHSH(K). If we further assume that
TQ ∈ H(K) for all Q ∈ H(K) with Q ≤ Qmax, then term
ψT vanishes and Q∗ ∈ H(K) is the unique fixed point of T
inH(K). Combining the error propagation in Theorem 3.2
and the one-step approximation error in Theorem 3.4, we
obtain the following theorem that upper bounds the error of
MF-FQI defined in Algorithm 1.
Theorem 3.5 (Theoretical Guarantee of MF-FQI). Let πκ
be the output of MF-FQI and n = Na. Under the assump-
tions imposed by Theorem 3.2 and 3.4, for

‖C‖H(K) ≥ max
{

(a · logN/N)h/(c+3), 1/Nab/(bc+1)
}
,

it holds with probability at least 1− η − τ that

‖Q∗ −Qπκ‖1,µ ≤
2γ · Φ(µ, ν)

(1− γ)2
·
(
C · Ξ︸ ︷︷ ︸

(i)

+ ψT︸︷︷︸
(ii)

)

+
4γκ+1 ·Qmax

1− γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii)

, (3.11)

where C is a positive absolute constant, ψT is defined in
(3.10) of Theorem 3.4, and

Ξ = max

{( log(|A| ·N/τ)

N

) hc
2(c+3)

, 1/N
abc

2(bc+1)

}
.

Here the integral operator C is defined in (3.4) of Assump-
tion 3.3, the parameter h is defined in Assumption 2.3, and
parameters b, c are defined in Assumption 3.3.

Proof. See §B.5 for a detailed proof.

By Theorem 3.5, the approximation error of the action-value
function attained by MF-FQI is characterized by the three
terms on the right-hand side of (3.11). Here term (i) charac-
terizes the statistical error, which is small for a sufficiently
large number of observed agents N and batch size n = Na.
Term (ii) is the bias ψT defined in in (3.10) of Theorem
3.4, which vanishes if the Bellman optimality operator T
is closed in the RKHS H(K). Term (iii) characterizes the
algorithmic error, which is small for a sufficiently large
number of iterations κ.

In the sequel, we assume that T is closed inH(K) and thus
ψT = 0 for simplicity. Note that the algorithmic error char-
acterized by term (ii) has a linear rate of convergence, which
is negligible comparing with the statistical error character-
ized by term (i) if the iteration number is sufficiently large.
More specifically, if it holds for some positive absolute
constant C that

κ ≥ C ·max

{
hc

2(c+ 3) · log(1/γ)
· log

( N

log(|A| ·N)

)
,

abc

2(bc+ 1) · log(1/γ)
· logN

}
, (3.12)

then the dominating term on the right-hand side of (3.11)
in Theorem 3.5 is term (i) that characterizes the statistical
error.

Phase Transition. Note that MF-FQI involves two stage
of sampling, where the first stage samples nmean-field state
from the sampling distribution ν, and the second stage sam-
ples N states from each mean-field state. In what follows,
we discuss the connection between the performance of MF-
FQI and the sample complexity of the two-stage sampling
involved. More specifically, we discuss the phase transition
in the statistical error of MF-FQI when a = log n/ logN
transits from zero to infinity. We categorize the phase transi-
tion into the following regimes in terms of a.

1. For a > h · (c + 1/b)/(c + 3), the rate of con-
vergence of the statistical error takes the form of
O((log(|A|·N)/N)hc/(2c+6)). In this regime, increas-
ing the number of observations N for each mean-field
state improves the performance of MF-FQI, whereas
increasing the batch size n of mean-field state cannot
improve the performance of MF-FQI.

2. For 0 < a < h · (c + 1/b)/(c + 3) , the rate of
convergence of the statistical error takes the form of
O(1/nbc/(2bc+2)). In this regime, increasing batch
size n of mean-field state improves the performance of
MF-FQI, whereas increasing the number of observa-
tions N for each mean-field state cannot improve the
performance of MF-FQI.

In conclusion, under regularity conditions, MF-FQI approx-
imately achieves the optimal policy for a sufficiently large
number of iteration κ, batch size n, and number of observa-
tions N . We highlight that MF-FQI enjoys a “blessing of
many agents” property. More specifically, for a sufficiently
large batch size n of the mean-field state, a larger number
N of observed agents improves the learning of Q∗.

4. Limitation and Future Work
In this work, we propose MF-FQI, which tackles mean-field
reinforcement learning problem with symmetric agents and
a centralized controller. Such a setting is extensively studied
in the analysis of societal-scale systems (Gomes et al., 2015;
Guéant et al., 2011; Moll et al., 2019), such as the exam-
ple of central bank or central government in §1. MF-FQI
tackles the “curse of many agents” via mean embedding of
the mean-field state for the (inexact) policy evaluation step,
which approximately calculates the action-value function
for the greedy policy. Based on the action-value function,
we obtain a greedy policy, which corresponds to the policy
improvement step. Such an approach is intractable when the
action space also suffers from the “curse of many agents”,
as Q-learning requires taking the maximum over the action
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space at each iteration, which can be combinatorially large if
each agent takes its own action. However, the mean embed-
ding technique is still applicable for the policy evaluation
step even if each agent takes its own action, which can be
coupled with other policy optimization methods, such as
policy gradient (Sutton & Barto, 2018) and proximal policy
optimization (Schulman et al., 2015; 2017). By replacing
the greedy policy improvement step with other policy opti-
mization methods, we are able to tackle the “curse of many
agents” of both the state space and the action space, which
is left as our future research.
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